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Abstract. In this paper we
discuss the optimal and rapid treatment of Fe73.5CuiNb3Si~

822.5-x nanocrystalline alloy. In order to define
an optimisation parameter of the coupled

temperaturelannealing timej several treatments of two alloys (~
=

13.5$l and ~ =
15.5$l) have

been studied. A rapid annealing (630 °C with
no

step) which gives rise to better magnetic
properties is proposed. It is shown that the alloy containing 15.5i~ of silicon is mechanically

stronger when rapidly treated. Finally, it is attempted to correlate magnetic~ mechanical and

thermal analysis showing also how this
can

help to gain insight into magneto-mechanical coupling
through amorphous and crystalline phase.

R4sum4. Darts
ce

travail
on dtudie les traitements thermiques optimaux et rapides de l'al-

liage Fe73.5CuiNb3Si~B22.5-~ nanocristallin. Nous avons essays diff6rents traitements avec deux

alliages (~
=

13, 5 $l et ~ =
IS, 5 i~) et nous avons

d6fini un parambtre d'optimisation du couple
temp6rature/dur6e de recuit. Nous proposons un recuit rapide (630 °C

sans palier) qui permet
d'am61iorer les performances magn6tiques et nous montrons aussi que l'alliage contenant 15,5 i~

de silicium est m6caniquement plus r6sistant quand il est recuit de cette maniAre. Enfin~ nous

essaierons de corr61er les analyses magn6tiques, m6caniques et thermiqubs.

1. Introduction

Evidence of existence of couples temperaturelannealing time (T/t) have been shown by sev-

eral authors [1, 2] observing alike X-ray diffraction figures for different temperatures (T) and

different step duration (t). They inferred from those works that various T/t combinations

could generate crystallization stage of similar compounds, but this results in different effects

on magnetic quantities. This could be partly explained by a different grain size distribu-

tion and partly by a different state of internal stresses. In fact, crystallization causes a local
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Table I. Annealing conditions and denotations of samples.

temp. (K) time (min)
x =

15.5i~
x =

13.5~o

as-cas AC

823 30 Al 81

853 60 A2

873 60 A3 83

903

823 30

903 3 A6 86

903 0 A7 87

60 88

decrease of volume, and produces stress between the two phases. Then, these internal stresses

depend on the crystallization kinetics through amorphous relaxation, thereby, on the couple
temperaturelannealing time. As Young's modulus of amorphous phase is different from crys-

tal one (m 150 MPa for most of metallic glasses, > 220 MPa for crystalline Fesi), external

strain generates high internal stresses that explains cleavage fracture. So, it is certain that

by increasing fractional volume of crystalline phase, brittleness is raised. However, this is not

compatible with a high quality of magnetism because crystalline fraction must be about 601~

to exhibit good magnetic properties [3]. In other respects, it could be interesting for industrial

production to reduce annealing time with a view to minimize energy and time of production.
Hence the aim of this paper is to find optima by taking into account of all these problems.

2. Experimental Details

2.I. ANNEALING. All samples are annealed under Argon atmosphere. The treatment fur-

nace was specially designed to have a highly uniform temperature along the samples. Many
annealing time/temperature (T/t) combinations are investigated on flat ribbons for two dif-

ferent alloys which are annealed according to temperature cycles, as listed in Table I. Heating
rate was 10 K/min and cooling rate was 10 K/min, until natural cooling (above 550 K).

2.2. l/IAGNETIC TESTING. As these materials are meant for medium frequency purposes,

they are tested under controlled sinusoidal flux in the frequency range from to 100 kHz.

A single sheet tester with ferrite double yoke is used. Losses in the yokes are evaluated by

measurements and are found to be less than 10~~J/m~ at 100 kHz for 1.2 T induction in the

ribbon. Henceforward, these losses will be neglected. The flux is detected by ultra fine winding
coil and computed after air-flux compensation. The magnetic field is calculated from excitation

current. Electromagnetic losses are determined by calculation of the hysteresis loop area.

2.3. THERMAL ANALYSIS. The crystallization kinetics are investigated by Differential Ther-

mal Analysis (D.T.A.) from 300 to 1200 K with a heating rate of 40 K /min for annealed samples
and 40, 20, and 10 K/min for as-cast samples. These analysis are run with stainless steel and

alumina references. Results are plotted after normalization to the sample mass.

2.4. l/IECHANICAL TESTING. This test evaluates the Young's modulus and the fracture

strength of as-cast and annealed ribbons. The samples are 50 mm
long, 9 or 10 mm wide and

20 or 17 /tm thick respectively.
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Fig. I. ATD plots obtained during continuous heating at rate of 40 (a), 20 (b) and 10 K/min (c)

on as cast B sample, 40 (d) and 10 K/min (e)
on as cast A sample.

A pneumatic uniaxial traction device is used, configured for a 5 kN maximum strength-
corresponding to a 27.7 GPa maximum stress for 180 x

10~° m~ section. The tensile force

measurement accuracy is 1 N, ,vhich givesj in our case, about 5.5 MPa accuracy. The displace-

ment is gauged by optical tracking of two reflection targets, the maximum resolution is 5 /tm
and the rate of stressing is 0.1 mm/min.

3. Experimental Results

Many papers have been published about optimum annealing. They sho1&i that the best tem-

perature of treatment is located between 823 K (550 °C) and 853 K (580 °C) and its duration

is one hour [4,5]. In the aim of minimizing energy and time of manufacturing, an attempt was

made to reduce the step duration as much as possible and it was clear that only increasing
the temperature could allow it. In order to represent, on the same plot, quantities issued

from various T/t combinations, we search for a self consistent rule of thumb as a function of

temperature and time.

It is obvious that temperature depends on the reference (absolute or, Celsius zero, room

temperature...). So, in order to be significant, we have to use a firm reference temperature
inherent to the material and related to crystallization kinetics. Here it is thought that the

temperature of crystallization (Tci) is the most characteristic one because it is the first and

the only granulation stage during annealing. This temperature is defined from DTA plots
obtained with the same heating rate as treatment (Fig. 1, curve C). It is found that Tci is

778 K for
z =

15.5 and 783 K for x =
13.5.

After several attempts this parameter was defined by the following:

8= /(T-Tci)dt [Ks]

where 8 represents the area of the temperature cycle above Tci
As illustrated by graphic in Figure 2, this representation of losses (1 kHz, 0.8 T)

vs. 8 is

coherent. Even though we observe a small dispersion, this may be interesting if we consider it
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Fig. 2. Electromagnetic losses at I kHz, 0.8 T
as function of 8 parameter (o)~ A alloy, (+)~ B

alloy.

just as a convenient representation. The lowest losses have been obtained for various combina-

tions of temperature and step duration, I-e- 8 varying from 4.5 x
10~ to 2 x

105
s K (minimum

about 105
s K).

Maximum permeability at kHz is 51 000 and 38 000 for A and B ribbon respectively,
which are treated at 823 K (550 °C) for 60 min. This maximum reaches 57 000 with rapid
annealing, which is 12il and 50il above. We note that, even though magnetic properties

are not significantly different between A6 and A7, permeability strongly decreases for 923 K

(630 °C) annealing of B ribbon, if the step duration is increased from 0 to 3 minutes.

With rapid heating, initial permeability (1 kHz, 50 mT) grows up to 28 000, for
z =

15.5,

and 19 000, for x =
13.5, while it is about 17 000 for both of them with classic annealing.

Losses are presented vs. induction at 10 kHz in Figure 3 (we show here only the most useful

results for the following analysis). The advantage of rapid heating is evident. At high induction,
losses are lower than in every treatment we made and also lower than values generally found

in literature (we have found 26 J/m~ at 1 T, 1 kHz; 80 J/m~ at T, 100 kHz, for x =
15.5i~).

In Figure 3, we can also observe a rise in losses for 86 compared to 87, while losses for A6

(not represented) are strictly equal to A7. This is relative to permeability falling (see above)
and it is strongly correlated 1&<ith greater increase of losses for 84 and 83 compared to A4 and

A3 (Fig. 2).
We have performed thermal analysis on as-cast and annealed ribbons. For annealed ribbons,

we must carry out DTA at high heating rate (40 K/min), because the analysis must not induce

new crystal growth. For as-cast ribbons, the heating rates are 40 K/min, in order to compare

results ,vith results from annealed ribbons and 10 K /min, to have crystallization kinetics similar

to that of the annealing during temperature rise. We'also made 20 K/min analysis to confirm

the evol~Jtion of peaks with respect to heating rate.

As is shown in Figure I, for 13.5i~ silicon content, at 40 K/min (Curve a), the first exotherm

is located at a 828 K peak temperature. According to previous works, it represents afe crys-

tallization [6], and the second peak (993 K), corresponds to FeB crystallization. For 20 K /min
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Fig. 3. Total losses at 10 kHz vs,
induction for classical and rapid annealing (O)~ A alloy, (+)~

B alloy.

DTA plot (Curve b), the first exotherm is shifted at 823 K and the second, at about 983 K,
shows an important shoulder close to 1000 K. As can be seen on 10 K /min DTA plot (Curve c),

a third crystallization stage, overlapped by the second, clearly appears at 990 K. This was

suspected by different authors [4,7,8] and we suggest that two different compound formations

take place in this range. In contrast, the exotherm revealed at about 885 K appears not to

have been observed before. This has been confirmed with several samples and two distinct

inert references (stainless steel and alumina). For 15.5il silicon content, two peaks are shown

in Curve d at 820 K and 1005 K with a 40 K/min heating rate. In Curve e (10 K/min), the

first peak is located at 800 K and the second separates with a peak at 960 K and an other at

990 K. It is remarkable that the last exotherm is located at a temperature of 9901< for the

two alloys (Curves c and e): this may indicate nucleation of similar compounds.

DTA plots of annealed ribbons are identical in appearance for 823 K/1h, 903 K/0 and

903 K/3 min annealing and give no significant results as the peaks were proved to be equal in

area, except for 86 for which a smaller area may be due to crystallization which corresponds
to the 985 K peak observed on B as-cast tape.

To improve mechanical properties, micro hardness measurements with as-quenched and an-

nealed ribbons were first tried, but the hardness scattering was too large to offer evidence of

variations as a function of annealing conditions. However, Vickers hardness was found to be

950 kg/mm~ for as-cast tapes and various values between 1200 and 1500 kg/mm~ for annealed

ones, with an average value of1380. It is noted that these results are not in good agreement
with Varga et al. [7], but in all cases hardness is increased by annealing.

We also have tested strength properties in order to evaluate Young's modulus and ultimate

strength. As it was attempted, we observe cleavage fracture for all ribbons with no plastic flow

as found for all glassy solids. In Table II, we present average values from tests made on several

samples treated under the same conditions. This table shows that the Young's modulus of

B alloy is slightly higher for rapid annealing while it's more brittle. By opposition, for rapid
annealing of A ribbon, elastic modulus is slightly lower while fracture strength increases.
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Table II. Young's modulus and fracture stress for several treatments of A and B alloys.
/hE/E is the variation of Young's modulus with respect to as-cast one and /hanon is the

variation of ultimate strength with respect to as-cast one.

Si annealing E or /har

contents modulus) (breakage
strength)

BC as-cast 135 974 MPa

823 822

87 903 K 180 GPa 566 MPa

a-cast 162 2405 MPa

823

A7 903 K 182 GPa

4. Discussion

These experiments show clearly the advantages of rapid annealing. Firstly, total annealing
time is reduced from 3 to 2 hours, representing a cost-performance trade-off improvement.
Secondly, even if low induction losses (B < 0.3 T)

are equal for rapid and classical annealing,
high induction losses are lower (-20il at 10 kHz, 1 T). As nanocrystalline materials, compared
to cobalt based amorphous, are to be used at high induction, it is obvious that we have to

compare losses for induction about 1 T and not 0.2 T as usually done. The effect of rapid
annealing on A strip is better than on B. In order to explain that, we have performed 903 K

annealing with 3 min and one hour steps. As we said, there is no difference between A6 and

A7 while 86 properties deteriorates compared to 87. We also showed that A4 degradation is

weaker than 84 (Fig. 2). This is reasonably attributable to the crystallization stage detected

at 885 K ~A>ith B ribbon (Fig. 1). However, we do not have enough matter and more work has

to be done in this area, e.g. X-ray diffraction has to be performed to determinate the nature

of this crystallization.

In the other hand, it was seen that A7 breakage strength is much higher than A6, and that

it is strictly the opposite for 87 and 86. If we evaluate ultimate strength as relative values

with respect to as-cast quantities, we observe greater variation for the A alloy (Tab. II). This

is probably due to a greater interface area because, in the same annealing conditions, the part
of crystallized volume is always greater for higher silicon contents [3]. In each case, it is clear

that fracture strength is lower for the treatment which gives the greater Young's modulus.

This tendency is a well known result in metallurgy: annealing of amorphous results in drop
of fracture strain and increase of elastic modulus and hardness [9] and crystallization makes

Young's modulus increase.

The fact that the structure of the nanocrystalline material becomes heterogeneous, clearly
make the ribbon more brittle. We can explain this phenomenon qualitatively in Figure 4. As

amorphous phase elastic modulus (Ea) is lower than one of crystals (E~), it is obvious that

amorphous suffers a greater strain, so this makes the material more brittle as the crystallized

part increases. It follows that fracture strength is lower. This could be confirmed if we assume

that mechanical properties of amorphous phase are like that of as-quench properties, but this

should be taken with some degree of reservation because annealing causes the composition of

amorphous to change. It is also possible that the structure becomes loose at the interface

between amorphous phase and grains, as the interface must be Nobium rich [10].
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Fig. 4. Origin of internal stresses induced by external tensile stress.

Loss evaluation suggests that rapid heating optimizes magnetic structure. It is expected
that this treatment gives rise to a lower state of internal stresses. Mechanical testing of A alloy
could confirm it as rupture strength is greater for A6.

5. Conclusion

Finally, we conclude that, from a magnetic point of view, rapid annealing gives the best results.

Nevertheless, in the case of B alloy ix
=

13.5il), because the brittleness is higher for rapid
annealing, the choice between rapid and classical treatments is an open question. Further

criterion, such as quick ageing, could help in answering to this question and need, now, to be

investigated. The existence of a crystallization peak located at 885 K, could be responsible for

magnetic instability against ageing, especially with rapidly annealed ribbons.

In the case of A alloy ix
=

15.5il), from several points of vie~A>, it is certain that rapid
heating results in better properties. Hence, it seems that rapidly heated Fe73.5CuiNb3Si15.587
is likely to give the best performances in terms of losses, permeability and brittleness.
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